Inter-species sequence conservation of single-spanning transmembrane regions.
The extent of inter-species sequence identity in single-spanning transmembrane regions of integral membrane proteins was evaluated. The sequences of the 32 human transmembrane regions were compared with the respective rodent homologues. The identity between homologous transmembrane regions ranged from 32 to 100%, compared with a mean value of 14% identity between unrelated transmembrane sections. On average the identity between homologous transmembrane regions is slightly higher than for the rest of the chain. These values suggest that, in general, there are structural and/or functional constraints on the transmembrane regions beyond the simple requirement to act as a passive, nonpolar, connecting region across the cell membrane. Although there is limited experimental evidence available, the three transmembrane regions (CD2 antigen, MHC class I and ICAM-1) with particularly low values of inter-species identity (less than 50%) are probably not involved in an interaction with another transmembrane section in the same cell.